Validation of a maskless CO2-response test for sleep and infant studies.
The Hazinski method is an indirect, noninvasive, and maskless CO2-response test useful in infants or during sleep. It measures the classic CO2-response slope (i.e., delta VI/delta PCO2) divided by resting ventilation Sr = (VI''--VI')/(VI'.delta PCO2) between low (')- and high ('')-inspired CO2 as the fractional increase of alveolar ventilation per Torr rise of PCO2. In steady states when CO2 excretion (VCO2') = VCO2'', Hazinski CO2-response slope (Sr) may be computed from the alveolar exchange equation as Sr = (PACO2'--PICO2')/(PACO2'--PICO2'') where PICO2 is inspired PCO2. To avoid use of a mask or mouthpiece, the subject breathes from a hood in which CO2 is mixed with inspired air and a transcutaneous CO2 electrode is used to estimate alveolar PCO2 (PACO2). To test the validity of this method, we compared the slopes measured simultaneously by the Hazinski and standard steady-state methods using a pneumotachograph, mask, and end-tidal, arterial, and four transcutaneous PCO2 samples in 15-min steady-state challenges at PICO2 23.5 +/- 4.5 and 37 +/- 4.1 Torr. Sr was computed using PACO2 and arterial PCO2 (PaCO2) as well as with the four skin PCO2 (PSCO2) values. After correction for apparatus dead space, the standard method was normalized to resting VI = 1, and its CO2 slope was designated directly measured normalized CO2 slope (Sx), permitting error to be calculated as Sr/Sx.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)